Additional Diagnostic Evaluation

- MRI brain
- Electrolytes, Calcium, glucose (if not already done)
- Other based on clinical circumstance
- EEG (if child likely to be cooperative)
  - IF Prolonged
    - Consider toxic screen
    - Consider LP
  - IF Encephalopathic
    - Toxic screen
    - LFT’s, Ammonia
    - CBC with differential
    - Consider LP

Discharge Protocol

- Contact PCP
- Discharge info sheet for PCP
- LEV prescription (1 mo x 3 refills) if appropriate
- Seizure action plan (for family)
- IF sz > 5 min + child > 6 mos, prescribe rescue medication:
  - Diastat____(dose rec) – script
  - Nasal midazolam____(dose rec) – script
- Schedule fast track appointment with Neurology
  - 801-587-7575 or
  - Peds.scheduling@hsc.utah.edu
- Schedule EEG for time PRIOR to fast track appointment (if not already done)
  - 801-662-1755
- Discharge teaching (nursing does this)
  - Seizure LTA
  - What to do if recurrence before fast track appointment
  - Seizure precautions
  - LEV info sheet